FEATURES & BENEFITS

Supplied with reusable concrete cap, adapter ring, conduit reducers, and conduit hub plugs. Available for both single and dual service. Graduated cubic inch markings inside the box indicate volume capacity at any depth. Box has parallel conduit hubs eliminating the need for 90 degree sweeps in installation. One-piece reduction from 1" to 1/2" (25mm to 12.7mm) conduit. Reducers and plugs located on a mounting bar for easier selection. For concrete pours of 2 1/4" to 6" (57mm to 152mm).

- **Parallel conduit hubs.** Allows for conduit feeds to be parallel for both power and communication cables. Reduces labor and material costs by eliminating the need for 90° bends and allows for easier wire pulling for dual-service.
- **Complete line of brass, brushed aluminum, and polycarbonate activations.** Provides a wide selection of device and aesthetic options.
- **Corresponding graduated cubic inch markings on divider.** Labor savings provided by easy separation of services. Individual compartment capacities are indicated.
- **Individual conduit reducers & plugs.** Reduction in labor savings by providing a direct reduction to support smaller conduit feeds.
- **Buy America Act aluminum covers.** Round aluminum covers are now available in a version that complies with the Buy America Act and the ARRA requirements. Covers are available in five powder coated finishes (black, gray, brass bronze and nickel).

SPECIFICATIONS

**GENERAL INFO**
Product Series: Ratchet-Pro 881
Component Type: Boxes
Knockout Size: 1"

**CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION**
Installation Location: On-Grade, Above-Grade

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE

Country Of Origin: MULTIPLE
Buy American Act Status: Trade Agreement Act Compliant